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Abstract—With Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), computational
intensive applications can be offloaded to the nearby edge servers to
support latency-sensitive applications on mobile devices. Different
from the cloud, edge servers usually have limited resources, and
then selecting which edge server to run the offloaded computa-
tion becomes an important issue. Although server selection has
received considerable attention, not much work has been done to
consider the limited coverage of the edge server and the frequent
user movement, which introduce many dynamic changing factors
affecting the workload of the edge server and making it hard to
achieve long-term optimum in the edge server selection. To deal
with these challenges, we model the problem of continuous server
selection as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The difficulty of
this problem is that achieving long-term optimum requires future
knowledge, such as user mobility, server workload, etc, which is not
known a priori. We do not have such knowledge and thus cannot
find the optimal policy through traditional methods. To address
this problem, we propose a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)
based algorithm to learn the selection policy based on the observed
performance of past server selections. Specifically, a Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) based neural network is exploited to encode
the historical information which helps infer future knowledge of
the dynamically changing factors. Then the DRL model selects the
optimal server automatically based on the extracted system states.
Extensive trace-driven evaluations demonstrate that the proposed
DRL-based algorithm has the lowest overall cost compared to
existing solutions.

Index Terms—Mobile edge computing, edge server, user
mobility, deep reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, applications such as face recognition, im-
age/video processing, interactive gaming, and augmented

reality are becoming popular on mobile devices. These applica-
tions are typically resource intensive, and thus hard to be run
on mobile devices. Although offloading these computational
intensive applications to the cloud can partly address this prob-
lem [1]–[4], this solution may not work well for latency-sensitive
applications. To address these problems, Mobile Edge Comput-
ing [5]–[9] emerges, where computational intensive applications
are offloaded to the edge servers which are deployed at the edge
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of the mobile network such as Base Stations (BSs) to support
computational intensive and latency-sensitive applications [10].

Different from the cloud, edge servers usually have limited
resources, and then selecting which edge server to run the
offloaded computation becomes an important issue. However,
server selection in MEC system is not easy due to the limited
coverage of the edge servers and the frequent user movement.
A mobile user may frequently move across regions covered by
different edge servers. As illustrated in Fig. 1, when a user moves
from a region served by edge server A to a region served by server
B, it can continue to serve the existing tasks on server A, but with
extra communication cost. As another solution, it can migrate
the existing tasks to server B, saving communication cost but
with some extra switching cost. Depending on the workload of
servers A and B, the computation cost at server A and server
B may be different. For example, if server B has much less
workload and more remaining computation capacity than server
A, such switching can also reduce the computation cost. The
goal of server selection is to minimize the overall cost consid-
ering the communication cost, computation cost and switching
cost.

The problem becomes challenging when considering the
server selection for multiple users. This is because offloading the
computation of one user will immediately increase the workload
of its selected server, and thus affecting the computation cost of
all the other users served by that server. Due to the continuity of
user service, the dynamics introduced by user mobility makes the
server selection more difficult. For example, the communication
cost changes as the user moves to different regions or connects
to different BSs. The arrival of new users and the leaving of
some existing users may change the workload of the edge server
and make the previous decision based only on the current states
ineffective. A better sever selection should try to achieve the
long-term optimum, which requires estimating the various costs
under such a dynamic environment.

To deal with these challenges, considering that the server
selection decisions are sequentially made to achieve a long-term
goal, we model the problem of continuous server selection
as a Markov Decision Process, where the system evolution is
modeled by the system state transitions. The state transitions
mainly depend on the changing of the time-varying factors such
as user mobility, server workload, etc, which are not known a
priori. Thus we cannot find the optimal policy through traditional
methods. To address this problem, we propose to design a deep
reinforcement learning based algorithm which does not require
a priori modeling of the state transition. Instead, it directly
evaluates the quality of a certain server selection given the
current status of the system based on the observed performance
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Fig. 1. A user moves across regions covered by different edge servers.

of past server selections, and then selects the optimal server
based on the evaluated quality. One difficulty of designing the
DRL-based algorithm is that simply adding the user information
into the states does not work, because the number of users in
the system frequently changes, which changes the state space
dimension and makes the learning of state transitions difficult.
Besides, simply adding each user’s information also leads to
poor scalability of the model because the number of users in the
system may be large. To solve this problem, we propose a novel
solution which models user changes instead of the information of
each user. Specifically, we model user changes in each cell such
as user arrival, user departure, and user movement as vectors with
a fixed dimension, and add them into the state. By this way, the
state space dimension becomes fixed and the transition between
states can be better captured. We use Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) networks [11] to encode the historical information of
these user events and feed the encoded information together
with the server information (e.g., server capacity) into the neural
network to select the optimal action. Extensive trace-driven
simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance
of the proposed techniques. Evaluation results show that the
DRL-based algorithm has the lowest overall cost compared to
existing techniques.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.
� We identify the research challenges of server selection in

a time-varying MEC system, where the server selection
should consider the system dynamics such as user mobility
and server workload to minimize the overall cost.

� We model the server selection decision as a Markov De-
cision Process, and propose a deep reinforcement learning
based algorithm to solve it.

� We conduct extensive trace-driven simulations to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithm. Comparing to
existing techniques, the proposed DRL-based algorithm
has the lowest cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. In Section III we describe the system
model and formulate the optimization problem. Section IV
presents the proposed DRL-based server selection algorithm.
Section V presents evaluation results and Section VI concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some related literature on three
important research issues in mobile edge computing: server
selection, user mobility and deep reinforcement learning.

Server selection: Due to resource limitations on the edge
server, server selection has received considerable attention in
recent years. Researchers have proposed techniques to achieve
various optimization goals when selecting servers, such as min-
imizing the average delay [12], [13], maximizing the resources
utilization efficiency [14]–[16], minimizing energy consump-
tion [17]–[19], etc. For example, Sheng et al. in [12] proposed
a computation offloading scheme to reduce the users’ average
offloading delay by jointly optimizing offloading decision and
resource allocation. Lin et al. in [14] proposed a double offload-
ing mechanism where neighboring edges shared their resources
and cooperatively offload the user requests to better utilize their
communication and computation resources. Li et al. in [19]
focused on unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) assisted mobile edge
computing, where the goal is to minimize the energy consump-
tion by jointly optimizing the UAV trajectory, the user transmit
power, and the computation allocation. However, these works
mainly used handcrafted heuristic algorithms which cannot be
generalized.

User mobility: User mobility introduces new challenges while
selecting servers, and some researchers use task migrations to
improve the performances. Considering the cost incurred by ser-
vice migration, Mukhopadhyay et al. in [20] aimed to minimize
the migration events when allocating applications to servers.
However, other costs (e.g., communication cost) are not consid-
ered. Some other research focused on balancing the migration
cost and the communication cost [21]–[25]. Unfortunately, these
works have strong assumptions either on the mobility model
or the distributions about the request arrivals and the request
process time. In [21]–[24], the user movement is assumed to be
an one-dimensional or two-dimensional random walk mobility
model, so that a MDP can be formulated to solve the problem.
Such random walk mobility model assumes that users move to
neighbor cells with a fixed probability, which may fail to capture
the real-world mobility pattern and thus reduce the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithms. Liang et al. [25] formulated the
resource allocation problem in vehicular cloud system as a Semi-
Markov decision process with the assumption that the arrival of a
request follows a Poisson distribution, and the processing time of
a request follows an exponential distribution. Ouyang et al. [26]
proposed an online learning based server switching algorithm
without assumptions about the user mobility. They formulated
the server switching problem as a multi-armed bandit problem,
and proposed a Thompson-sampling [27] based online learning
algorithm to solve it. However, this algorithm assumes that the
prior and the posterior of the received costs follow the Gaussian
distribution, which is not always the case in practice. Besides,
these works mainly focused on the model of a single user. The
effectiveness of these algorithms are not clear when the number
of user gets large. Multiple users are considered in [13] and
an online algorithm is designed to balance the access, server
switching and communication delay. However, the switching
threshold for the rule-based algorithm is hard to determine in
practice. In this paper, we take advantage of the model-free DRL
to solve the server selection problem for multiple users, which
does not require prior knowledge about the mobility model.

Deep reinforcement learning: Recently, deep reinforcement
learning has shown great potentials in solving complex decision-
making problems in edge/cloud computing systems. Huang et
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Fig. 2. Mobile edge computing system model.

al. designed a DRL-based offloading algorithm to determine
whether tasks should be locally executed or offloaded for a set
of mobile devices, and how to allocate the wireless bandwidth
to maximize performance [28]. The authors in [29], [30] use
DRL to optimize resource allocation in vehicular networks. Due
to the effectiveness in time-series prediction, LSTM is widely
used in DRL to help infer future information [31]–[34]. For
example, Liu et al. [31] designed a DRL model with LSTM
network to manage the power states (e.g., active, idle, sleep) of
the virtual machines and allocate virtual machines for serving
the submitted jobs to minimize the power consumption and
the service latency. Yi et al. [32] applied deep reinforcement
learning to capture the processor status in a data center, and
allocate jobs to processors based on the predicted server status
to minimize the energy consumption. Wang et al. [34] designed
an intelligent video caching strategy by integrating LSTM with
the actor-critic model to better handle the time series dynamics
and diversities from historical requests. In this paper, we exploit
LSTM to learn the system dynamics in MEC system, and design
a DRL-based algorithm to learn the best server selection strategy
considering system dynamics.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we consider a mobile edge computing
system which consists of a set of edge servers and mobile users.
Each edge server is accessible via a BS [15], [24]. For the
convenience of analysis, we consider a discrete slotted time
setting over T time slots T = {1, 2, . . ., T}. The set of users
at time t is denoted as Kt, and each user k ∈ Kt has one task
to run on the edge server at a time. The set of edge servers
is denoted as M = {1, 2, . . .M}. We assume the edge servers
can communicate with each other via some kinds of network
connections like metropolitan area network [35]. To simplify
the presentation, the server placed on BS m is called server m,
and the area covered by BS m is called cell m.

There are two kinds of server selections: initial selection when
a user first comes into the system, and server switching which
is caused by user mobility. When a user first arrives, it connects
to its local BS, and its task can either run on its local server,
or other edge servers through edge-edge communication. For
example, as shown in Fig. 2, suppose server 1 is heavily loaded
while servers 2 and 3 have more available resources. If a user
comes into cell 1, instead of serving his request by the heavy
loaded server 1, letting nearby less loaded servers (e.g., server 2
or server 3) serve his request may be more beneficial. Similarly,

when a user moves to a new cell, it can continue to be served
by the original edge server or switch to a nearby server. Thus,
server selection should be carefully considered to achieve better
performance. In the following subsections, we describe how to
model the communication cost, the computation cost, and the
switching cost, and then present the problem formulation.

A. Communication Cost

The communication cost is measured by the communication
delay, which consists of the wireless network delay from the
user to the BS and the edge-edge communication delay from
the connected BS to the supporting server. The connected BS is
determined by the user’s location, and we assume that each user
connects to its nearest BS (i.e., local BS). The major factors
affecting the communication delay include the data size, the
data rates and the transmission path from the BS to the server.
In this paper, the uplink direction transmission is considered
because in mobile edge computing, for most applications, the
uplink data size is much larger than the downlink data size,
and thus the uplink delay is dominant [36]. We consider users
use orthogonal spectrum in each cell, hence no interference is
caused among users in one cell. However, the spectrum used by
different cells is overlaid, which means there exists interference
between cells [17], [30]. Suppose user k is connected to BS i,
and let Uk,t to be the set of co-channel users in the neighbor
cells of user k, then the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) of the uplink of user k is

ek,t =
Pk,t ·Gi

k,t

σ2
n +

∑
i′∈M,i′ �=i

∑
j∈Uk,t,j �=k Pj,t ·Gi′

j,t

, (1)

wherePk,t,Pj,t denote the transmission power of userk and user
j respectively, and σ2

n denotes the Gaussian white noise power.
Gi

k,t and Gi′
j,t denote the channel gain between the BS i and

user k, channel gain between BS i′ and user j, respectively. The
denominator is the inter-cell interference plus the noise σ2

n [17],
[30]. The channel gain of the communication link is given by
Gi

k,t = κ · L−εp
i−k,t, where κ and εp denote the pathloss constant

and exponent respectively, and Li−k,t denotes the path distance.
Then, the data rate from user k to its local BS is

rkt = ηkt B log2(1 + ek,t), (2)

where B is the total available spectrum bandwidth, and ηkt
denotes the percentage of the spectrum allocated to user k, given
by 1/number of users.

For a certain time slot, let dsk,t denote the amount of trans-
mitted data during time slot t ∈ T for user k. The data is then
forwarded to the selected server. The communication cost from
user k to his serving BS i is lbsk,i,t = dsk,t/r

k
t . Suppose server m

is selected to run user k’s task, and let lcmi,m,t denote the network
latency from BS i to server m. Then the communication delay
of transmitting dsk,t amount of data to server m is

ccmk,t =

M∑
m=1

xm,k,t(l
bs
k,i,t + lcmi,m,t) =

M∑
m=1

xm,k,t(
dsk,t
rkt

+ lcmi,m,t),

(3)
where xm,k,t ∈ {0, 1} is the server selection indicator. xm,k,t =
1 indicates that user k connects to server m at time slot t, and
xm,k,t = 0 otherwise.
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B. Computation Cost

The computation cost is measured by the processing time of a
task, which may take hundreds of milliseconds. The computation
cost depends on the computation demand (e.g., amount of CPU
cycles) of the task and the allocated computational resources.

Let Rm
k,t denote the allocated computational resources of user

k by server m. We assume that the available computational
resources on a server are evenly shared by the users associated
with the server. Then, Rm

k,t = pm/nm,t, where pm denotes the
total computation capacity of server m, and nm,t is the number
of users served by the server at time t. Let dck,t denote the
computation demand of user k, then the computation cost when
the user runs its task on server m at time slot t can be calculated
as

ccpk,t =
dck,t∑M

m=1 xm,k,tRm
k,t

. (4)

C. Switching Cost

After the initial placement of the task, the user may move
to a different location and may be associated with a different
BS. Keeping the user’s computation running on the previous
server would incur long delay as the user moves far away
from that server. Thus to reduce the communication cost in the
following time, the user may migrate its service to a nearby
server. Such server switching incurs extra delay such as the time
of restarting virtual machines, booting new software resources,
transferring service profile and migrating states between servers,
etc., which is referred to as the switching cost [13], [26]. The
switching cost can be measured by time, which may be hundreds
of milliseconds. Let lswm,m′,t denote the switching cost between
server m and server m′, which can be estimated by the edge
server, then the switching cost of user k is expressed as

cswk,t =
M∑

m=1

M∑
m′=1

xm,k,txm′,k,t−1l
sw
m,m′,t. (5)

D. Problem Formulation

The problem of server selection can be formulated as an
optimization problem whose goal is to minimize the overall
cost of all the users, i.e., the average weighted sum of the
communication cost, the computation cost and the switch cost
over time horizon T . That is:

min
1
T

T∑
t=1

∑
k∈Kt

(ccmk,t + ccpk,t + αcswk,t)

=
1
T

T∑
t=1

∑
k∈Kt

{
M∑

m=1

xm,k,t(
dsk,t
rkt

+ lcmi,m,t)+

dck,t∑M
m=1 xm,k,tRm

k,t

+ α
M∑

m=1

M∑
m′=1

xm,k,txm′,k,t−1l
sw
m,m′,t

}

(6)

s.t.
M∑

m=1

xm,k,t = 1, ∀k, t (7)

xm,k,t ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m, k, t (8)

The switching cost only exists when server switching hap-
pens. Server switching not only increases the delay, but also
brings in other problems such as potential service disruption.
Thus we use a parameter α to adjust its weight and control the
preference of server switching. The weight of the communica-
tion cost and the computation cost are both set as 1 since they
only affect the delay.

The formulated problem is an integer programming problem
in which xm,k,t, m ∈ M, k ∈ Kt need to be optimized. The
value of each xm,k,t is either 0 or 1. xm,k,t = 1 indicates that
user k selects server m, and xm,k,t = 0 otherwise. We use∑M

m=1 xm,k,t = 1 to restrict that a user can only connect to
one server at a time. The difficulty of this problem is that
making optimal decisions requires future knowledge such as
user mobility, server workload, etc, which is not known a priori.
Moreover, earlier decisions will affect future decisions. The
time-varying system environment and user behavior change will
also affect the decisions. To solve this problem, we propose
to model it as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), and then
use a reinforcement learning based method to find the optimal
server selection strategy. Owing to the large state space of our
MDP model, which is not appropriate for a legacy reinforcement
learning model [33], we propose to use deep reinforcement
learning to deal with the high-dimensional states.

IV. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED SERVER

SELECTION

In this section, we first formulate the server selection prob-
lem as a Markov Decision Process. Then, we design a deep
reinforcement learning based algorithm to solve it.

A. Markov Decision Process Model

In the MDP model, a decision maker, called agent, interacts
with the outside world called environment, through a series of
steps and actions. At each step, the agent observes the environ-
ment state and takes an action. As a result of the action, the
environment makes corresponding changes and transits to the
next state. Meanwhile, the agent receives a reward generated
by the environment. The agent will continue this process, and
get accumulated rewards after every action until it is done. The
agent seeks to maximize the accumulated rewards by taking
proper actions.

In our problem, we choose one of the edge servers as the agent
(i.e., decision maker), and is responsible for server selection,
and everything else in the MEC system is the environment. The
agent maintains a state describing the environment. Each time
the agent takes an action (i.e., selects a server for a user), it
receives a reward (i.e., the opposite of the cost) and enters a new
state. In this subsection, we describe the state space, the action
space, and the reward function of our MDP model.

1) State Space: The system state includes the information of
the servers and users. Based on the models defined in Section III,
the state of server m (and BS m) is defined as a vector V m,t =
(pm, lcmm,1,t, . . ., l

cm
m,M,t, l

sw
m,1,t, . . ., l

sw
m,M,t, nm,t, n

bs
m,t, rm,t). In

V m,t, lcmm,· denotes the network latency between server m and
other servers, and lswm,· denotes the switching cost between server
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m and other servers. nm,t denotes the number of users served
by server m, nbs

m,t denotes the number of associated users with
BS m, and rm,t denotes the average data transmission rate of
users covered by BS m. Each BS collects the data rate of its
associated users, calculates the average data rate, and sends this
information to the agent. The system status is affected by user
changes, and thus we also need to add the user information
(e.g., user location) into the state. However, the number of
users in the system frequently changes, which results in the
change of state space dimension and makes the problem hard
to solve if we just simply add the information of all the users
into the state. Moreover, the number of users is usually large,
and simply adding each user’s information will lead to poor
scalability.

In order to solve this problem, we propose to model
user changes such as user arrival and departure as vec-
tors with a fixed dimension, and add them into the state.
A user change (also called user event), is denoted as
U t = (u1,t, . . ., uM,t). Each variable um,t in U t denotes
the user change in the corresponding cell. Specifically,
we have um,t ∈ {(1, (0, 0, 0)), (2, (0, 0, 0)), (3, (dct , d

s
t , rt))}

for m ∈ M. um,t = (1, (0, 0, 0)) means no user change;
um,t = (2, (0, 0, 0)) means the departure of a user; um,t =
(3, (dct , d

s
t , rt)) means the arrival of a new user, with the task

computation demand dct , task data size dst and instantaneous
data rate rt. We adopt an event-driven framework [31], [37]
where decisions are made when any user change happens. The
server selection decisions for users are made sequentially, which
means the state only contains the event corresponding to the user
currently being processed. Then, there are four possible user
events U t:

Case 1: Each user stays in the same cell as the previous
time slot, and no new user enters the system. Formally, um,t =
(1, (0, 0, 0)), for ∀m ∈ M.

Case 2: One user in cell m leaves the system. Formally,
um,t = (2, (0, 0, 0)), and for ∀m′ �= m, um′,t = (1, (0, 0, 0)).
In this case, the total number of users in the system will be
decreased by one.

Case 3: A new user enters the system in cell m, whose
task needs to be scheduled to a server. Formally, um,t =
(3, (dct , d

s
t , rt)), and for ∀m′ �= m, um′,t = (1, (0, 0, 0)). In this

case, the number of users will be increased by one.
Case 4: An existing user in the system moves from cell m

to cell m′, and a server switching decision may be necessary.
Formally,um,t = (2, (0, 0, 0)), um′,t = (3, (dct , d

s
t , rt)), and for

∀m′′ /∈ {m,m′}, um′′,t = (1, (0, 0, 0)). In this case, the number
of users in the system is not changed.

The value ofU t indicates user changes (i.e., arrival, departure
and movement) between two consecutive actions. The dimen-
sion of U t equals to 4 ×M , which is fixed. Integrating these
parts, the system state at time t is represented as

st = {V 1,t,V 2,t, . . .,V M,t,U t} (9)

To construct the state, each BS (edge server) collects the user
information in its covered cell, which mainly includes the num-
ber of associated users, average data rate, etc. Then the BSs (edge
servers) send the information to the agent (decision-maker).
Since the data size of the collected state is very small (bellow

kilobyte), and it is only collected when users change cells, the
signaling overhead is negligible.

2) Action Space: When a user event happens, the agent
chooses an action (e.g., selecting a server for the incoming user)
from the action space. In the event-driven framework, the server
is selected when a user changes cell and is selected for one
user at a time to reduce the action space. If more than one user
changes cell and need to select a server, the agent selects server
in a first-come-first-serve manner, where each user corresponds
to a user event. Let at denote the action taken based on state st.
If U t falls into Case 1 and Case 2, no server selection decision
need to be made, denoted as at = 0. If U t falls into Case 3
and Case 4, the action indicates the index of the selected server,
which means at ∈ M = {1, 2, . . .,M}. For example, if server 1
is selected, then at = 1 and we have x1,k,t = 1, and xm,k,t = 0
for ∀m �= 1. Then the action space, denoted as A, is as follows.

A =

{
{0}, if ∀m ∈ M, um,t �= (3, (dct , d

s
t , rt))

M, if ∃m ∈ M, um,t = (3, (dct , d
s
t , rt)).

(10)

3) Reward Function: Let R(st, at) denote the reward for
taking action at at state st. According to the objective of our
server selection problem defined in Eq. (6), the reward is the
opposite of the overall cost, which is

R(st, at) = −
∑
k∈Kt

(ccpk,t + ccmk,t + αcswk,t) (11)

4) Policy: To maximize the accumulated rewards, the agent
needs to take proper actions. The policy specifies the action at
each state, and the goal of the agent is to find the best policy
which can maximize the accumulated rewards.

Formally, a policy π is defined as a distribution over actions
for a given state: π(at|st) → [0, 1], indicating the probability of
taking the action at at current state st.

The long-term discounted accumulated reward starting from
state s0 under policy π is represented as

∑T
t=0 γ

tRπ(st, at),
where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is the reward discount factor. The objective of
the server selection problem can be expressed as

maxVπ(s0) = E

{
T∑
t=0

γtRπ(st, at)

}
. (12)

Since the time horizon T can be infinitely long, the discount
factor γt is added to make the sum finite, which helps the RL
algorithm to converge [38]. Our server selection problem can
be transformed into the problem of finding the optimal policy:
π∗ = argmaxπ Vπ(s0). According to the Bellman’s equation,
the optimal solution V ∗(s0) can be obtained by the following
recursion

V ∗(st)

= max
at

⎧⎨
⎩R(st, at) + γ

∑
st+1∈S

Pat
(st, st+1)V

∗(st+1)

⎫⎬
⎭ ,

(13)

where Pat
(st, st+1) is the probability of transiting from state st

to st+1 under action at. The state transition mainly depends on
the time-varying factors in the system state and the action. More
specifically, the time-varying factors in st mainly include the
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switching cost between servers, the number of users associated
with each BS nbs

m,t, the number of users served by each server
nm,t, data transmission rate rm,t and user event U t. When any
user change happens, the state will transit from st to st+1, and
the vector U t in st indicates what user event happens. The value
of nm,t changes depending on the action taken to deal with the
user event, and nbs

m,t and rm,t may also change depending on
the current associated users of BSs and the average data rate of
each cell.

In the theoretical MDP model, the state transition probability
Pat

(st, st+1) is known a priori, as well as the reward R(st, at)
corresponding to every transition, so that the solution can be
found by classic planning algorithms such as value iteration and
policy iteration. However, for online decision making, we do not
have such knowledge and thus cannot find the optimal policy
through traditional methods. Thus, we propose to design a deep
reinforcement learning based method to solve it.

B. Deep Reinforcement Learning Model Design

Our DRL-based server selection is based on deep Q-learning,
which is a widely used model-free deep reinforcement learning
method. To apply deep Q-learning for server selection, we have
to address the following two challenges: how to effectively learn
the unknown environment and dynamics (e.g., state transition
probability) for better long-term planning, and how to manage
the high-dimensional data of the model state space to effectively
learn the server selection policy? In this subsection, we first
introduce the basic mechanism of deep Q-learning, and then
describe how to address these challenges by designing a deep
neural network.

1) Basic Q-Learning Mechanism: In Q-learning, the quality
of performing an action is represented by the Q-value, i.e., an
expected cumulative reward for taking a particular action at a
state. The goal of Q-learning is to find the optimal policy, which
means that the next action should be the action which helps to
achieve the optimal Q-value at the current state. That is, the
optimal policy π∗(at|st) based on the current state st can be
found by the following:

π∗(at|st) =
{

1, if at = argmax
at∈A

Q∗(st, at)

0, otherwise
(14)

whereQ∗(st, at) denotes the optimal Q-value of the state-action
pair (st, at).

To find the optimal Q-value of a state-action pair, the agent
takes random actions initially and observes the state transition
(st, at, R(st, at), st+1) at each step, and then find the optimal
Q-value using different techniques.

In the legacy tabular Q-learning [39], the Q-value of each
state-action pair is stored in a table, which is initialized to zero.
The Q-value is updated iteratively based on the transition data
(st, at, R(st, at), st+1), and finally converges to the optimal
Q-value Q∗(st, at). The update rule is based on the Bellman
equation, which is

Q∗(st, at) = R(st, at) + γEst+1{max
at+1

Q∗(st+1, at+1)}. (15)

However, the tabular method does not scale to large or con-
tinuous state spaces because the table size and the convergence

Fig. 3. Applying deep reinforcement learning to server selection.

speed are proportional to the number of state-action pairs. Our
server selection problem has continuous state space due to the
continuous values of some variables (e.g., data transmission
rate), which makes it impossible to apply the legacy tabular
method. To solve this problem, we use deep reinforcement learn-
ing which uses a neural network to approximate the mapping
from state-action pairs to Q-values instead of using a table.
It profiles the state transitions (st, at, R(st, at), st+1) into a
training dataset. During the training process, the parameters in
the neural network are updated following some training method-
ology which will be discussed in Section IV-B3. Through this
neural network, each state-action pair is mapped to its Q-value.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the agent observes the current state
and feeds it to the trained neural network. The neural network
enumerates all actions and outputs the Q-value of each action.
Then the agent takes an action (i.e., selects a server) with the
optimal Q-values. Next, we describe the details of our neural
network structure.

2) Neural Network Structure: We first design a basic neural
network structure based on a stacked fully-connected (FC) net-
work. The system state defined in Eq. (9) is the input of the neural
network. The neural network enumerates all possible actions at
the current state and outputs the Q-value of each action. Then
the action with the optimal Q-value will be chosen as the next
action.

The basic neural network structure cannot exploit the long-
term environment dynamics because its input only includes in-
formation of one time slot. To capture the long-term environment
dynamics, we focus on learning the characteristics of the time-
varying factors (e.g., nm,t) in the system. Since one time slot
does not provide enough information, we utilize the historical
information. We consider three time-varying factors whose trend
will affect the long-term costs of the server selection, i.e., the
number of user served by each server (nm,t−τ , . . ., nm,t), the
data transmission rate (rm,t−τ , . . ., rm,t), and the user event
(U t−τ , . . .,U t), in the past τ time slots. Since the basic neural
network is not effective for extracting the temporal information
from the high-dimensional historical data, we further utilize
the LSTM network and design a LSTM-based neural network
structure. The LSTM network can better capture the temporal
correlations of a sequence of data points, which helps to learn the
long-term trend effectively. Specifically, for each time-varying
factor, we adopt an LSTM network to encode it into a low-
dimensional representation vector [40] retaining as much useful
information as possible. The encoded representation vectors
are concatenated with other real-time information (e.g., server
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Fig. 4. The LSTM-based neural network structure.

computation capacity) in the system state, and then are fed into
a stacked fully-connected network as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
neural network enumerates all possible actions and outputs the
Q-value of each action.

3) Training Methodology: To train a neural network, we
apply the double DQN algorithm [41] since it achieves the state
of the art performance in decision making tasks [42]. In the
double DQN algorithm, the original neural network is called the
Q-network, characterized by its parameters θ. A separate neural
network called target network which has the same structure as
the Q-network, is also maintained to help the training converge.
The parameters of the Q-network are updated in each step, but
the parameters of the target network (θ−) are fixed for multiple
steps and then synchronized with the Q-network. The parameter
updating rule for the Q-network is as follows. For each training
data (st, at, R(st, at), st+1), the state st and action at are fed
into the Q-network to generate the predicted Q-value denoted
as Q(st, at|θ). The predicted Q-value is expected to fit a target
Q-value denoted as Qtar(st, at), which is generated as:

Qtar(st, at)

= R(st, at) + γQ(st+1, argmax
at+1

Q(st+1, at+1|θ)|θ−). (16)

Then the Q-network parameters are updated using the gradient
descent algorithm with learning rate η as

θ = θ + η∇Q(st, at|θ)(Qtar(st, at)−Q(st, at|θ)). (17)

After a pre-defined number of steps, the target network and
Q-network are synchronized by copying θ to θ−.

In deep Q-learning, the training data obtained is tempo-
rally correlated which often leads to slow convergence or non-
convergence in the neural network training [42], [43]. To solve
this problem, we adopt a technique called experience replay [43],
which speeds up the convergence by breaking the temporal
correlation in the training data. Specifically, a certain amount of
training data are randomly selected from the training dataset (i.e.,
replay memory) to form a mini-batch, and the gradient descent
algorithm is performed on this mini-batch to update the neural
network parameters. The mini-batch selection and parameter
updating process are repeated until the training converges.

C. DRL-Based Server Selection Algorithm

As summarized in Algorithm 1, the DRL-based server se-
lection algorithm consists of offline training phase and online
decision phase. In the offline training phase, the neural network
is constructed to derive the mapping from a state-action pair to
its Q-value. Specifically, we first perform the server selections in
the system with random policy for enough long time. During this
process, state transitions are collected and stored into the replay
memory. Then, the neural network is trained using experience
replay as described in the training methodology.

In the online decision phase, upon the happening of each
event, the agent observes the current state st and uses the pre-
trained neural network to predict the Q-value of each possible
action at ∈ A. Then, the agent applies the ε-greedy policy [44],
which selects the action with the optimal Q-value with prob-
ability 1 − ε and selects a random action with probability ε.
As obtaining the reward and next state, the state transition
(st, at, R(st, at), st+1) will be stored into the replay memory.
The state transitions collected during the online decision phase
are used for the future retraining of the neural network when the
environment emerges to which existing models do not general-
ize. And the ε-greedy policy is used to generate more diverse
state transitions. The retraining can be performed infrequently
depending on environment stability.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
DRL-based server selection algorithm and compare it with other
solutions.

A. Evaluation Setup

Our server selection algorithm considers user mobility and
server switches. To simulate mobility, we use the real-world
taxi traces collected in San Francisco [45], which consists of
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TABLE I
THE SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 5. The map of the MEC system in our evaluation. Red triangles represent
the locations of the edge servers.

mobility traces of approximately 500 taxis over 20 days. We
randomly select 60-120 of them as the mobile users in the MEC
system. We assume 10 edge servers are deployed in this area,
and they are deployed on existing BSs. The locations of the
BSs are based on the existing cell tower locations obtained from
http://www.antennasearch.com, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that
although we selected a fixed number of taxis, the locations of
these taxis keep changing. As a result, they may move in or
out of the evaluation area, and then the number of taxis in the
evaluation keep changing.

In the evaluation, we set the reward discount factor asγ = 0.8,
and the exploration rate ε = 0.1. The other evaluation parame-
ters are listed in Table I [26], [46]. In Section V-C, we will
evaluate the effects of these parameters on the performance of
our algorithm. We split the selected traces into training data set
and testing data set for evaluations. We extract the taxi trajectory
of the first 15 days as the training data set, and that of the
another 5 days as the testing data set. We first train the DRL
model offline using the training set, then perform evaluations
on the testing set. In the training phase, the replay memory
size is 100000, and the mini-batch size is 32. The learning rate
η = 0.001 and it is updated according to Adam and exponential
decay [47]. It requires approximately 20000 iterations for the
training to converge, which in total takes approximately 3 hours.
The convergence of the DRL-based algorithm is presented in
Fig. 6. We note that this model training cost is incurred offline
and the training can be performed on a powerful server.

Fig. 6. The convergence of the DRL-based algorithm.

To evaluate the performance of our DRL-based server selec-
tion algorithm, we compare it with the following approaches:
� No-switch: when the user arrives, it selects the server with

the minimum communication and computation cost, and
will not switch server.

� Mobility-based: the user will always select the closest edge
server as it moves.

� Computation-based: the server with the most computa-
tional resource is selected.

� Greedy: this algorithm greedily selects the server with the
minimum communication, computation and switch cost,
based on the current knowledge.

� OLSA [13]: this algorithm minimizes the long-term costs
by decomposing the long-term optimization problem into
a series of one-shot problems. In each one-shot problem, it
switches servers when the total communication and com-
putation delay is at least β times more than the switching
delay.

A major concern on the DRL-based algorithm is the compu-
tation complexity. In our implementation, the running time of
our selection algorithm is about 3.27 ms using GPU GeForce
RTX 2070, which is negligible compared to the task execution
time.

B. Basic Vs. LSTM-Based Neural Network Structure

In this subsection, we first tune the parameters of the basic
structure and the LSTM-based neural network structure, and
then compare them in terms of overall cost as defined in Eq. (6).

The basic structure consists of multiple stacked FC layers, and
we vary the number of FC layers from one to four to evaluate its
impact. As shown in the Table II, the overall cost first decreases
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TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF FC LAYERS VS. COST IN THE BASIC STRUCTURE

TABLE III
HIDDEN STATE DIMENSION VS. COST IN LSTM-BASED STRUCTURE

TABLE IV
THE NUMBER OF FC LAYERS VS. COST IN LSTM-BASED STRUCTURE

Fig. 7. Comparison of the basic and the LSTM-based structure.

and begins to converge when the number of FC layers reaches
three. Thus we set three as the number of FC layers.

There are two parameters in the LSTM-based network struc-
ture: the dimension of hidden states and the number of FC layers.
We vary the dimension of the hidden states from 4 to 32 and the
number of FC layers from 1 to 4, and the results are shown in
Table III and Table IV respectively. Based on these results, we
set the dimension of hidden states to 16 and the number of FC
layers to 3.

LSTM-based network structure utilizes historical information
in the learning, and we also determine the amount of historical
information being used; i.e., the number of time slots (τ ). Fig. 7
shows the effects of τ , where τ = 0 represents the basic neural
network structure. As can be seen, the performance improves
(i.e., the cost drops) when τ increases, since more historical
information will be used for learning. However, the performance
improvement after τ = 20 becomes marginal. Considering the
increased complexity of using a larger τ such as lower training
efficiency and a higher risk of overfitting, we set τ to 20.

Since the LSTM-based neural network structure outperforms
the basic structure, LSTM is used in our DRL-based algorithm
in the following evaluations.

C. Evaluation Results Under Various System Settings

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the DRL-
based algorithm and compare it to other approaches under
different system settings, by changing the computation demand
of the task, the communication delay, the weight of the switching
cost, and the number of users.

1) Effect of the Task Computational Demand: Different
users may have different computation demands for their tasks.
Fig. 8(a) shows the effects of the task computational demand (dct )
on performance. We set the task computational demand as 500,
1000, 1500, and 2000 Megacycles respectively. The one-hop
communication delay between BSs and edge servers is normally
distributed with the mean of 30 ms, and the weight parameter α
is set as 1. As shown in the figure, for all algorithms, the cost
increases as dct increases. For all cases, the DRL-based algorithm
achieves the best performance, and the OLSA algorithm has the
second best performance. Both of them outperform the other
four algorithms. This is because both DRL-based algorithm and
the OLSA algorithm select servers with the lowest total cost
(i.e., communication cost, computational cost and the switching
cost) from a long-term point of view. The Greedy algorithm
only aims to minimize the total cost at the current time, while
the other three algorithms only consider part of the total cost.
Fig. 8(b) further explains the reason by showing the break
down of the computation cost, the communication cost and
the server switching cost. For example, as dct increases, most
of the cost increase is due to the increase of the computation
cost.

As shown in the figure, the overall cost of the Mobility-based
algorithm increases much faster than others as dct increases.
This is because the Mobility-based algorithm switches server
only based on user location, and hence cannot adapt well as the
task computational demand increases. The other five algorithms
consider the task computation demand and the computation
cost when making server switching decisions, and thus perform
better.

As shown in Fig. 8(b), compared with the Greedy algorithm,
the switching costs of the OLSA and DRL-based algorithm are
higher while their overall cost is much lower. The reason lies in
the weakness of the Greedy algorithm on server switching, i.e.,
it only selects server based on the knowledge of the current time
slot. For example, if the cost of server switching is higher than its
benefit/reduction for the communication cost and computation
cost in the current time slot, the Greedy algorithm will not
switch server. However, the switching cost is a one-time cost
while the reduction for the communication cost and computa-
tion cost will accumulate in the following time slots. Thus the
Greedy algorithm may not work well for a long run. OLSA
outperforms the Greedy algorithm by considering previous time
periods, and it switches servers when the communication and
computation costs over that time period is at least β times more
than the switching cost, which considers the long-term effects
of server switching. However, it lacks the prediction of future
information and the switching threshold β is hard to decide,
which degrades its performance. For all cases, the DRL-based
algorithm achieves the best performance, since it learns future
user mobility and task computation demands to achieve long-
term optimal. The DRL-based algorithm reduces 9.9%-13.7% of
the cost compared with the second best algorithm, and reduces
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Fig. 8. Comparison of different approaches under different task computational demands.

Fig. 9. Comparison of different approaches under different edge-edge communication latency.

26.3%-30.6% of the cost compared with the worst performing
algorithm.

2) Effect of the Communication Delay: To study the effects
of the communication delay, we set the one-hop communication
delay between BSs and edge servers from 20 ms to 50 ms. The
task computation demand is normally distributed with the mean
of 1000 Megacycles and the weight parameter α is set as 1.
Fig. 9(a) shows the overall cost of different algorithms when the
communication delay increases. Similar to the results in the last
subsection, in all cases, the DRL-based algorithm achieves the
best performance, and the OLSA algorithm has the second best
performance. Both of them outperform the other four algorithms
because they focus on the long-term optimum and consider all
types of costs. Fig. 9(b) further explains the reason by showing
the breakdown of the cost. For example, as the one-hop delay
increases, most of the cost increase is due to the increase of the
communication cost.

As shown in the figure, the Mobility-based algorithm is hardly
affected by the communication delay change since it always
selects the closest server for each user and no extra commu-
nication cost between edge servers. As a result, it performs
better than the No-switch algorithm and the Computation-based
algorithm. The No-switch algorithm performs worse with higher

communication latency, because it does not switch server and
the higher communication delay leads to higher communication
cost when the user moves far away from the initial connected
server. The Computation-based algorithm also performs worse
as the communication delay increases, since it makes server
switching decisions only based on the computational resource
but ignores the communication cost. In general, the DRL-based
algorithm reduces 10.8%-15.6% of the cost compared with the
second best algorithm, and reduces 25.8%-31.4% of the cost
compared with the worst performing algorithm.

3) Effect of Weight α: In our optimization formulation (i.e.,
the Eq. (6)), the weight of the switching cost (α) is an important
factor to affect the performance of the server selection algo-
rithms. Fig. 10 shows the effects of α on performance when α
increases from 1 to 4. The task computation demand is normally
distributed with the mean of 1000 Megacycles, and the one-hop
communication delay between BSs and edge servers is normally
distributed with the mean of 30 ms. Due to similar reasons as in
the last two subsections, for all cases, the DRL-based algorithm
achieves the best performance, and the OLSA algorithm has
the second best performance. For the other four algorithm, the
No-switch algorithm is not affected by α since it does not
switch server. The Mobility-based algorithm switches server
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Fig. 10. Comparison of different approaches under different weight (α).

Fig. 11. Comparison of different approaches under different number of users.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the task cost distribution of different approaches under different number of users.

more frequently, resulting in much higher overall cost when α
increases. More details can be found in Fig. 10(b) which shows
the breakdown of the computation cost, the communication cost
and the server switching cost.

From Fig. 10(b) we can see that the switching cost of the DRL-
based algorithm increases slower than the Mobility-based, the
Computation-based, the Greedy and the OLSA algorithm. This
is because the DRL-based algorithm considers α in its reward
function (i.e., the Eq. (11)) and learns to make a better tradeoff
between the switching cost and other cost given different α,
i.e., decreasing the number of server switches as α increases. In

general, the DRL-based algorithm reduces around 10.7%-14.5%
of the cost compared with the second best algorithm, and reduces
28.6%-31.8% of the cost compared with the worst performing
algorithm.

4) Effect of User Number: To evaluate the influence of the
system congestion level (i.e., the number of users in a certain
area) on the performance of different algorithms, we vary the
number of selected taxi traces to be 60, 90 and 120. As shown in
the Fig. 11, the overall cost increases as the number of users
increases. Due to similar reasons explained in the previous
subsections, for all cases, the DRL-based algorithm achieves
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the best performance, and the OLSA algorithm has the sec-
ond best performance. From Fig. 11(b), we can see that both
the communication cost and computation cost increase much
faster because the bandwidth resources and server computation
resources allocated to each user decrease as the number of
users increases. In general, the DRL-based algorithm reduces
about 11.0%-14.0% of the cost compared with the second best
algorithm, and reduces 29.9%-31.2% of the cost compared with
the worst performing approach.

To explore the cost of each task, we plot the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) in Fig. 12. From the figure, we
observe that the DRL-based algorithm not only achieves the
lowest average cost, but also has lower variance than other
algorithms (e.g., Greedy, Computation-based, and Mobility-
based algorithms). This is because other algorithms make server
switching decisions based on the information of the current time
slot, which may affect other users in the following time slots,
resulting in a higher variance for the cost per task. Instead, the
DRL-based algorithm considers other users in the future when
making server selection decisions, resulting in lower variance
and long-term optimum.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the server selection problem in
MEC considering the limited coverage of the edge server and
the frequent user movement, which introduced many dynamic
changing factors affecting the workload of the edge server
and making it hard to achieve long-term optimum in edge
server selection. To deal with these challenges, we modeled the
problem of continuous server selection as a Markov Decision
Process, and proposed a DRL-based algorithm to learn the
selection policy based on the observed performance of past
server selections. When designing a DRL-based algorithm for
server selection, we have to solve a hard problem introduced
by the user dynamics. That is, simply adding user information
into the states will result in changes in the state space dimension
and thus making the neural network design more difficult. To
solve this problem, we model user arrivals, user departures, and
user movement as different types of events, and represent each
event by a vector with a fixed dimension. Then we use LSTM
networks to encode the historical information of these events
and the time-varying factors. The encoded information and the
system information are extracted as states and fed into the neural
network to select the optimal action. Extensive trace-driven
simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance
of the proposed techniques. Evaluation results show that the
DRL-based algorithm has the lowest overall cost compared to
existing techniques. In this paper, the optimization objective is
to minimize the total delay. As future work, we will consider
other optimization factors beyond delay, for example, energy
consumption, resource utilization, etc.
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